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Sheffield Youths call for calm in city 
 
Sheffield Futures has a duty of care to the young people we work with to provide them with a voice on the issues 
that are currently targeting young people as a group to be feared and criminalised since the violence scenes we 
have all witnessed in the communities of London.  Looting and damage to property looks to be on the move with 
reports of problems occurring elsewhere.  
 
As an organisation that supports young people in learning, employment and life it is our duty to raise awareness 
and help prevent acts such as this happening in the city of Sheffield. 
 
City-wide Participation Coordinator, Sarah Stevens says "It is our duty to warn young people about the dangers of 
copycat behaviour happening in their own neighbourhoods and to be vigilant against supporting or joining in on 
seemingly harmless social network discussion sites about the unrest." 
 
Harrison Carter aged 18, member of UK Youth Parliament for Sheffield supported by Sheffield Futures has said of 
those people actively participating in the rioting "those involved in criminal and violent behaviour do not reflect all 
young people as a whole. The criticism from the media has targeted all young people who live in the affected 
communities in London - but they are the actions of a few".  Asked about his thoughts on the riots Harrison 
continues "well first of all, what's happening just isn't right.  The communities are being destroyed, businesses are 
being attacked and homes are being ruined by the very people who live there.  It is clear that people are rioting 
because they feel they have no chance of a job, little in the way of careers support and are feeling disillusioned 
about their prospects.  This is why they are destroying their own backyard - they feel detached from their own 
communities." 
 
Harrison also added "We need to be vigilant and not vigilantes. So please, please tell someone if you see or know 
of something happening in your neighbourhood"  
 
Luke Hague, chair of the Sheffield Youth Council, aged 15 says of the riots "nobody should fear coming into town 
and going to the shops. The destruction seems pointless - that young people are smashing buildings and making 
people scared to go out in their own neighbourhoods - it just isn't right. I hear people are using the social network 
sites to organise meetings and plan attacks on shops - if people see messages about a meeting like this taking 
place on Facebook for example, they should tell someone about it and report it to the Police. Young people should 
definitely not join in - you may think it's funny to add a comment to a negative message but you are actually 
becoming part of the problem."  
 
Harrison and Luke both agree the main message to young people and adults is this “People just need to keep 
calm and carry on and be aware of their personal safety."  They go on to say... 
As young people who live in Sheffield, we are proud of our city, we want more investment and jobs and do not 
want to be associated with the destruction that's happening in the rest of the country". 
 
 



Notes to the Editor 
 
Sheffield Futures  
Sheffield Futures is an independent charity helping young people and adults to achieve their full potential 
in learning, employment and life. 
Sheffield Futures works extensively with young people and adults living in Sheffield, providing support 
services and positive activities around education, employment, personal development and social 
inclusion.  We work closely with a wide range of organisations including our partners in the voluntary 
sector, learning providers and support agencies across the city.  
 
For up to date information on the range of services on offer at Sheffield Futures please go to our website 
www.getconnectedsheffield.com.  
 
For further press information please contact Emma Taylor on: 

Telephone 0114 201 2815 or email emma.taylor@sheffieldfutures.org.uk  
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